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ANNOUNCES INTERSESSION 1974

RELEASE DATE: December 6, 1973
San Diego, California
The University of San Diego in Alcall Park is offering a three week Intersession
program from January 3 to 23, 1974.
both days and evenings.

A variety of courses are being taught

Anyone interested in taking a course during this

period may do so for credit toward a degree, for career growth, for salary
or rank increments or for enrichment.

(
Among the courses to be taught are "The Spiritual Vision of the American
Indian," which deals with an historical and systematic investigation into
the spiritual contribution of the American Indian, his heroic Ethos, and his
meaning for the future of man.

Dr. Schneider the instructor, is Professor

of Religious Studies and Asian Religions and Coordinator of the Center for
World Religions, University of San Diego.

Classes M-F 9-11 :45 a.m.

Dr. John Valois, Professor of Psychology will offer, Psychology 130,
"Explorations Into the Mind," a journey into the depths of man ' s soul as
seen through Dr . Carl Jung.

Areas of study will include the role of the

unconscious in human behavior, the spiritual problem of modern man, sexuality
and love, the defeminization of women, the meaning of psychology and religion

(

for modern man, a psychological analysis of UFO's, and a psychological
view of conscience, good and evil.

Classes M-F 9-11:45 a.m.

-More-

USD ANNOUNCES INTERSESSION Cont.
English 157, "Meaning of the Frontier in the American Novel and ShortFiction
Since 1920" taught by Professor Dennis Clausen deals with the meaning of the
frontier in American fiction since 1920, with an investigation of the crisis
that arises when the spirit of the westward movement lingers on, but when
the frontier itself is gone.

The focal point of the course will ultimately

be on the different ways American writers adjust to this crisis.

Writers

to be included for study include Fitzgerald, Hemingway, Faulkner and Kesey.
Classes M-F 9-11:45 a.m.
Individuals interested in an Intersession'74 bullet in may receive one by calling
the University of San Diego, or writing to Intersession '74, University of
San Diego, ~lcalA Park, San Diego.
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